FOR EVERY £1 SPENT, NCS GIVES BACK £3.49 OF BENEFITS TO SOCIETY
SOURCE: NATIONAL CITIZEN SERVICE 2018 EVALUATION, DCMS

ALMOST 600,000 YOUNG PEOPLE HAVE TAKEN PART IN NCS TO DATE
SOURCE: NCS TRUST

70% OF PARTICIPANTS FELT MORE CONFIDENT ABOUT GETTING A JOB IN THE FUTURE AS A RESULT OF GOING ON NCS
SOURCE: NATIONAL CITIZEN SERVICE 2018 EVALUATION, DCMS

NCS PARTNERS WITH OVER 120 CHARITIES, FOOTBALL CLUBS, PRIVATE ENTERPRISES, LOCAL COUNCILS, SCHOOLS & COLLEGES TO DELIVER THE PROGRAMME TO YOUNG PEOPLE
SOURCE: NCS TRUST

78% OF PARTICIPANTS FELT MORE POSITIVE ABOUT PEOPLE FROM DIFFERENT BACKGROUNDs AFTER ATTENDING NCS
SOURCE: NATIONAL CITIZEN SERVICE 2018 EVALUATION, DCMS

NCS PARTICIPANTS HAVE NOW GIVEN IN SOCIAL ACTION 14.5 MILLION + HOURS
SOURCE: NCS TRUST

IN 2019 29% OF NCSERS WERE BAME COMPARED TO 25% OF STATE SECONDARY SCHOOL PUPILS
SOURCE: NCS TRUST

6.2% WERE SEND COMPARED TO 17% OF STATE SECONDARY SCHOOL PUPILS
SOURCE: NCS TRUST

NCS Key Statistics (July 2020). For more info email research@ncstrust.org.uk